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THE CLASSICAL EUROPEAN THEATRE 

During 16th and 17th century, Europe lost its religious atmosphere and evolved to: 

 an upper theatre : humanistic or courtesan plays to be performed in 
university or in aristocratic rooms;  

 a popular theatre, comedies performed by buskers/ street actors in towns.  

As time going by, those types of theatre were merged and the resulting theatre 
pleased to everybody: in UK Shakespeare's baroque theatre, in Spain Lope de 
Vega's and Calderon's baroque theatre, in France Corneille's, Recine's and 
Moliére's classical theatre.  

English Elizabethan Theatre 

In England during 16th and 17th century a type of theatre named Elizabethan was 
set up because it flourished being the Queen Elizabeth I(1559-1603),  and it lasted 
the reign of Jacob I (1603-1625) and Charles I (1625-1649). The most important 
playwright of it was Shakespeare. 

This popular theatre was performed anywhere: inns’ courtyards or orchestras in 
theatres such as in the round theatre “The Swan” or the hexagonal one “The 
Globe”. Although people liked it very much, those buildings were forbidden in 
London, so they were set up close to the city. 

Similar to Spanish yards or corrales, attending people belonged to all social 
ladders, mainly peasants. Consequently, some features went on to pleasure that 
type of spectator: 

 Breaking the drama rules/ units about time, place and action, 
 Mixing verse and prose. 
 Interacting plebeians and noblemen. 
 Mixing genres, tragic and comic elements, the real and the supernatural. 

 William Shakespeare (1564-1616) was born 17 years after Cervantes was. Both 
would die the same day in the same year. In 1605, Cervantes published del Quijote 
and Shakespeare two of his most important plays: King Lear and Macbeth. 

Shakespeare worked as an actor, writer, conductor…His life is full of sentimental 
and unlucky mishaps. He showed the world as real, full of contradictions. The 
established social/political /religious order is broken at random and by human 
own decisions. 

 His writing is poetic but, at the same time, it is full of idioms and everyday ways of 
speaking. 
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His characters are complex: They are not stereotypes. They show a psychological 
layer as Hamlet or clever woman or victims of society as Ofelia. In fact, 
Shakespearian characters have got contradictions and strength in themselves. 

As a result , Shakespeare’s Works are divided into : 

 Historical drama: as well as in Spanish theatre, historical matters are 
performed to increase English monarchy’s power: Richard III, Henry VI, 
Julius Caesar.  

 Tragedies: The best ones: Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Macbeth, King Lear, 
Othello… Characters’ dramatic strength must be told as well as the serious 
consequences of their acts. In fact, some of them are considered to be 
archetypes; for example, Hamlet (the doubt), Macbeth (the greed and 
sorrow), Othello (the jealousy)… Comedies: a mix of fantasy and reality 
whose plot makes confusion and love is the main theme. A midsummer 
dream, the merchant of Venice, As you like it…. 

 History is a common topic of those plays. 

Apart from Shakespeare, there were other great playwrights such as Christopher 
Marlow. 

FRENCH THEATRE 

French theatre was quite similar to Spanish Theatre (its most famous playwright 
was Lope de Vega, Fuenteovejuna). They lasted until the first term of the 17th 
century. It was a reaction against Baroque. 

French theatre changed because society asked for a return to Aristotelic classical 
rules, that is, to classical theatre. Consequently, the theater was divided into genre 
and characters were classified according to those genres. It followed the classical 
three units : time, space and action/plot. Besides, all excess were terribly 
considered.  

Discourse on the method’s Descartes made the Reason the only way of 
understanding the World. It also drew attention to measure, balance and clearness. 

We are going to study briefly the most important French playwrights: Corneille, 
Racine y Molière 

Molière 

Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, Moliére,(1622-1673) is considered the best playwright 
than had ever been. His comedies are strong critics against powerful people of his 
time. That gave him a lot of problems and enemies. Even though, he was protected 
by French King Louis XVI.  

His characters became universal portrays of vices, moral faults and bad habits. 
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Some of his comedies were: Tartuffe, written in verse, is a satiric one which 
informs against religious hypocrisy; Dom Juan or the Stone Banquet which is a 
remake of Tirso de Molina’s The Trickster of Seville. The Misanthrope set up a 
strong criticism against “upper society’s” superficiality and frivolousness in Paris. 
The Miser, inspired by Plauto’s The Pot, deals with avarice/greed considered as a 
timeless vice. The Imaginary Invalid (1673)  was his last play. In fact, he died on the 
stage while he was performing it. Falseness is denounced in it as well as agreed 
marriages and the abuse of paternal authority.  

Corneille 

Pierre Corneille (1606-1684) created the French classical tragedy.  From Roman 
themes of Horatio… Corneille increased drama and the importance of characters in 
the play. So, they had to chose between what they wanted to and what they should 
do. At the end, Duty is thicker than pleasure. The Cid was his most famous play. It 
was inspired by Guillén de Castro. 
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